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An example is the “Annuario dei Migliori Vini Italiani” edited by

“Luca Maroni”, who awarded the –

vintage 2019 - as the in the edition

2022. This has been an additional confirmation of the same award,

obtained with its previous vintages in the editions from year 2016

to 2021. One of the most important recognitions for Barbanera,

has been the one achieved by this esteemed guide – Annuario dei

Migliori Vini Italiani - who named Barbanera as “

Toscana Rosso “Vecciano”

OVERALL BEST ITALIAN WINE

BEST

PRODUCER“ in 2018, 2020 and

2022.

, 2021for quality-quantity index

The family business founded in 1938, finds its perfect location in

the Valdichiana area, on the slopes of Monte Cetona, surrounded

by green hills and vineyards. The wine making is an art that has

been deeply felt by the two brothers Marco and Paolo Barbanera,

who took over the business started by their grandparents at least

thirty years earlier. Today, Barbanera is a modern and dynamic

reality that mainly operates on international market. Indeed, it

has an extremely versatile bottling plant capable of satisfying the

multiple needs of customers that are increasingly in need of

diversification. For this purpose, beside the main lines, those

developed by the customers themselves have also taken shape

and spread. One of the strengths of Barbanera, has always been

to grant them the absolute freedom to customize their products

without ever lacking quality and punctuality. Even if firmly

remaining devoted to Tuscan traditions, over the times it has thus

shown a certain propensity to reinvent itself by opening to

welcome collaborations with important extra-regional

companies. Together with autochthonous wines from the region,

the assortment also includes those from Puglia and Sicily, as well

as Umbria, Abruzzo and Marche. A collection of selected products

throughout Italy, to which new ones may be added soon.

Furthermore, with the aim of certifying the good organization

and standardization of the production processes, various

certificates have been successfully obtained, such

as: IFS, BRC. Of at least the same importance is the fact

that Barbanera has the will to establish a relationship of mutual

trust with its customers, which is guaranteed not only by its

commitment to constantly improve its services, but also by

subjecting its wines to impartial judgements. Therefore,

attending both national and international wine competitions as

well as enrolling in prestigious guides, becomes of considerable

importance.



Dal 1938, la tradizione e l’amore per il buon vino
Tradition and love for the good wine since 1938



alcohol%

serve at°C

13%

16/18°C

0,750 ml

DENOMINAZIONE DI ORIGINE CONTROLLATA
E GARANTITA

VINO NOBILE
DI MONTEPULCIANO

Aging: 12 months in French large oak

barrel then 6 months in stainless-

steel tanks

Description: Deeply intense red

colour shows light garnet hues in the

glass. The broad and long-lasting

nose boasts violet, forest berries,

spices and tobacco scents. The well-

structured tannins from slow aging in

oak barrels add structure, elegance

and the right smoothness level to this

wine. It is excellent to pair with

roasted red meats and game, braised

meats and soft cheeses.

AWARDS

€ ...........

alcohol%

serve at°C

13%

16/18°C

0,750 ml

Description: The intense red colour

reveals strong purple hues. Deeply

vinous on the nose with enticing

notes of forest berries, cherry and

delicate spicy scents. Dry, rich and

well-structured across the palate, it's

a perfect accompaniment to roasted

white meats and mature cheeses.

AWARDS

€ ...........

- Berliner Wein Trophy ~ Gold Medal

- Annuario dei Migliori Vini Italiani ~ 96

points

- Annuario dei Migliori Vini Italiani ~ 94

points

DENOMINAZIONE DI ORIGINE CONTROLLATA

ROSSO
DI MONTEPULCIANO



alcohol%

serve at°C

13%

16/18°C

0,750 ml

CHIANTI RISERVA

Description: Vividly red colour shows

light garnet hues developed during

the aging. Presents ethereal and

delicate aroma of violet on the nose,

complemented by pronounced ripe

red berries and pungent spices

scents. The rich, balanced and velvety

flavors on the palate make it an ideal

accompaniment to roasted red

meats, game and mature cheeses.
Aging: 6 months in French large oak

barrel then 18 months in stainless-

steel tanks

AWARDS

€ ...........

alcohol%

serve at°C

13%

16/18°C

0,750 ml

Description: The deep red colour of

this young wine exhibits strong

purplish hues in the glass. The fruity

and vinous flavors weave together

with enticing notes of violet, forest

berries and cherry. This wine has a

balanced, dry and slightly tannic

palate, giving it a nice approachability

and finesse. It's excellent to pair with

tasty pasta dishes, roasted red and

white meats of all kind and soft

cheeses.

AWARDS

€ ...........

CHIANTI

- Annuario dei Migliori Vini Italiani ~ 96

points

- Annuario dei Migliori Vini Italiani ~ 94

points

DENOMINAZIONE DI ORIGINE CONTROLLATA
E GARANTITA

DENOMINAZIONE DI ORIGINE CONTROLLATA
E GARANTITA



alcohol%

serve at°C

13,5%

16/18°C

0,750 ml

CHIANTI
GOVERNO ALL’USO TOSCANO

Description: Deeply bright red colour

with complex and structured

bouquet. Blackberries and forest

berries are pronounced on the nose,

while a hint of violet and ethereal

balsamic scents lingers in the

background. On the palate it's fruity

and round, with well-balanced

tannins. It's the perfect complement

to tasty first courses, braised, roasted

and sautéed meats and medium-

seasoned cheeses.

AWARDS

€ ...........

alcohol%

serve at°C

13%

16/18°C

0,750 ml

Description: Deeply dark red in colour

with strong purple hues. It opens

with aromas of black forest berries,

underscored by subtle vanilla notes

which lead to a fresh and lively

texture. Its rich, smooth and

generous palate gives it the right

structure for pairing with lighter

pasta dishes, white meats and soft

cheeses.

AWARDS

€ ...........

- Annuario dei Migliori Vini Italiani ~ 95

points
- Best Italian Wine Selection - Wine

Channel ~ Bronze Medal

- Annuario dei Migliori Vini Italiani ~ 95

points

DENOMINAZIONE DI ORIGINE CONTROLLATA
E GARANTITA

INDICAZIONE GEOGRAFICA TIPICA

TOSCANA

SANGIOVESE



alcohol%

serve at°C

13%

16/18°C

0,750 ml

Description: The deep red colour

reveals the typical purple hues.

Subtle violet scents are woven

together with clear cherry and

raspberry notes, which lead to a full

and complex fruity bouquet. It's

pleasantly rich and generous on the

palate, keeping a strong smoothness

as finish. It's suitable for all courses,

but particularly recommended with

mixed cold cuts' appetizers, rich first

courses, roasted and stewed meat.

AWARDS

€ ...........

alcohol%

serve at°C

12,5%

10/12°C

0,750 ml

Description: It appeals with a straw

yellow colour and its light green hues.

Delicate, elegant and harmonic

flowers' aroma of hawthorn and

white fruit scents engage the senses

and lead to a dry, sapid and

enveloping palate. Excellent for

a p p e t i z e r s a n d s t a r t e r s , i t ' s

particularly recommended for fish

dishes and white meat of all kind.

AWARDS

€ ...........

- Annuario dei Migliori Vini Italiani ~ 95

points

- Annuario dei Migliori Vini Italiani ~ 94

points

INDICAZIONE GEOGRAFICA TIPICA

INDICAZIONE GEOGRAFICA TIPICA

TOSCANA

TREBBIANOTOSCANA ROSSO



alcohol%

serve at°C

13,5%

16/18°C

0,750 ml

Description: Presents an intense dark

red colour with purple hues,

supported by a good texture and

s t r u c t u r e . D e e p a r o m a s o f

blackberries, subtle floral scents and

round hints of sweet spices, sending a

wave of deliciously intense flavors

across the richly dense palate in an

elegant expression of persistence

and power. A tastes' union suitable

for all courses, but particularly

recommended with red meats of all

kind, mature and semi-mature

cheeses.

AWARDS

€ ...........

alcohol%

serve at°C

13,5%

16/18°C

0,750 ml

Description: Deeply dark red colour

with strong purple hues. The

characteristic spicy and balsamic

notes show themselves here with a

swirl of clear violet and dark fruits

scents. The round and full-bodied

texture is framed by complex and

velvety tannins. It's particularly

recommended with roasted red

meats, game and mature cheeses.

AWARDS

€ ...........

- Annuario dei Migliori Vini Italiani ~ 95

points

- Annuario dei Migliori Vini Italiani ~ 97

points

INDICAZIONE GEOGRAFICA TIPICA

PUGLIA

NERO DI TROIAAGLIANICO-PRIMITIVO

INDICAZIONE GEOGRAFICA TIPICA

PUGLIA



alcohol%

serve at°C

13,5%

16/18°C

0,750 ml

Description: Deeply dark red colour

reveals bright hues in the glass. The

broad and intense bouquet opens

with small ripe red fruits' aromas,

leading to elegant spicy and tobacco

notes. Warm and velvety taste

engages the senses, it is beautifully

balanced with fruity reminiscences of

black cherry and just enough tannin

to provide a framework to the fruit.

It's suitable for all courses, but

particularly recommended with red

meats of all kind and mature cheeses.

AWARDS

€ ...........

alcohol%

serve at°C

13%

10/12°C

0,750 ml

Description: It presents a straw

yellow colour with light green hues,

supported by deeply intense ripe

white fruits' aromas reminiscent of

apple, c itron and grapefruit .

Pleasantly fresh, rich and crisp, leads

to a fresh fruits' graceful mouthfeel.

It pairs well with fish dishes,

crustaceans and soft cheeses.

- Annuario dei Migliori Vini Italiani ~ 98

points

AWARDS

€ ...........

- Annuario dei Migliori Vini Italiani ~ 94

points

INDICAZIONE GEOGRAFICA TIPICA

TERRE SICILIANE

CHARDONNAYSYRAH

INDICAZIONE GEOGRAFICA TIPICA

TERRE SICILIANE
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Barbanera S.r.l.
Via del Palazzone, 4 Fraz. Piazze
53040 CETONA (Siena) ITALY

Tel. 0578 2444174

·

www.barbaneravini.it


